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TITLE: SEAMLESSLY CAPTURING TRANSACTIONAL DATA AT THE
MERCHANT'S POINT OF SALE ENVIRONMENT AND CREATING

ELECTRONIC RECEIPTS, ALL IN REAL-TIME

FIELD

[0001] The embodiments will address the retail Point of Sale (POS)

environment, comprising the technological and computer platforms configured

to capture transactional data and then to create electronic receipts. The

embodiments seamlessly create real-time electronic receipts directly from the

POS environment, leveraging the use of electronic transactional data that is

greater than Level 1 Merchant Data, providing detailed transactional

information.

[0002] The embodiments may involve ongoing software and hardware

platform developments; including keeping current with state of the art

technologies to provide secured access and storage of electronic and

transactional data, as well as enabling real-time transmissions and

conversions of electronic and transactional data and electronic receipts to the

intended locations and account destinations.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In today's commerce environment, every time a transaction

takes place between a buyer and a merchant (seller of goods and/or

services); the buyer typically receives a paper receipt to show and act as a

proof of payment and ownership. In order to provide printed paper receipts

with every sales transaction, merchants need a Point of Sale (POS) terminal

system, terminal printer, paper receipt rolls and printer ink cartridges;

merchants also need to ensure that they have ample stock of paper receipt

rolls and ink cartridges.

[0004] Through the development and introduction of credit cards into

the market, receipts have migrated from being handwritten to now being



printed. Having printed paper receipts at the Point of Sale provides thorough

key transaction details that need to be captured. Receipts are the very fabric

of everyday commerce transactions, as they provide different functions for

both consumers and merchants.

[0005] For 'Persona! Consumers' (i.e., buyers who are non-business

entities), receipts are:

[0006] A proof of payment for the exchange of goods and (or) services

rendered by the seller to the buyer.

[0007] The titles of ownership for the property obtained in the exchange

of transaction.

[0008] The means of allowing an unsatisfied customer to exercise a

return of goods and (or) complain about services rendered. In return and in

accordance to the merchants' Return Policy, they will either be issued with a

full monetary value refund, receive an exchange of goods and or services, or

receive a credit for future purchases.

[0009] A proof of warranty/guarantee for the goods and (or) services

purchased.

[0010] Paper receipts serve additional functions for 'Small Medium

Enterprises (SME's) and Corporations and their Business Managers':

[001 ] Receipts allow business managers, businesses and companies

to keep track of their company related expenses, helping them to better

manage and monitor their company expenses and budgets.

[0012] Employees are mandated to retain their company expense

receipts for all of their transactions, so that they can submit these expenses

with their employee expense reports.

[0013] Employee expense reports containing receipts allow business

managers, businesses and companies to identify and monitor employee

expenses; and to also enable great accountability between the employer and

the employee.



[0014] With the generation of receipts and submission of the expense

reports, companies can also manage and calculate their tax reconciliations

against the expenses.

[0015} Receipts play a vital role in business and tax audits. During

audit sessions, auditors and accountants typically check through all business

documents, reports and statements, including receipts, to ensure that the

company's finances are in order and that all expenses, profits and losses are

accounted for.

[0016] Receipts entail a unique set of requirements and functions for

'Merchants'. Every time a merchant participates in a sales transaction they

have to:

[0017] Provide a receipt to the customer to show completion of the

sales transaction.

[0018] Receipts are proof of exchanging titles of ownership from the

merchant to the consumer through the act of a sales transaction.

[0019] Ensure there is sufficient available stock of printer rolls and ink

cartridges, so that they can produce a receipt for every transaction at a

physical POS terminal location. The cost of buying printer supplies may vary

depending on foot-traffic to the merchant's business.

[0020] If the method of payment is cash, merchants only print off one

copy of the receipt, which is given to the customer. If the method of payment

is via a credit or debit card, merchants typically print of two copies of the

receipt; one copy will go to the customer and the other copy will remain with

the merchant. Typically at the end of each business day, merchants will use

these copies of receipts to do their daily sales reconciliations and to submit

their request for completion of payment on their credit and debit card sales.

The purpose of reconciling is to separate each card plastic payment receipt so

that they can process all payments relative to American Express®-



MasterCard®, Visa® and Debit cards, prior to sending off for batch payment

processing/ requests.

[0021] Merchants need all receipts to calculate the taxes applicable to

the sales of their goods and or services, so that they can submit the correct

amount of taxes.

[0022] Merchants are also required to keep all receipts: (i) in the event

they have to deal with a credit card payment dispute (otherwise referred to as

a chargeback); (ii) for purposes of preparing for a business and or tax audit,

back dating 7 years.

[0023] Although receipts prove to be quite important, there

nevertheless are challenges too that are associated with them. Business

managers, employees, merchants and companies have to manually prepare

and process the submission of reports and other types of requests using

actual or copies of the paper receipts; they also have to safely keep and store

paper receipts for up to 7 years. Merchants have to bear the burden of costs

to ensure that there are sufficient stocks of printer receipts supplies.

Furthermore, heavily associated with this are impact to costs relating to

administration and storage, as well as impacts to work productivity. Also,

there are always risks associated with data entry errors, which can occur from

the manual submission of the employee expense reports. This can cause a

lot of issues in the long run as final calculations may become skewed and

lead to inaccurate reporting. Businesses and merchants are also required to

keep all documents, statements and receipts related to company expenses for

up to 7 years, so that they may be able to prepare for business and tax

auditing purposes. If these receipts get lost in the process then the company

has no official record of expenses made. Small to mid-sized businesses and

merchants typically don't have sophisticated back end office capabilities. For

these businesses and merchants of this size, receipt management can be

quite administratively intensive.



[0024] It is thus advantageous to provide an electronic receipt system

that may be targeted at:

[0025] Personal consumers - who are seeking convenience and new

post sales experiences;

[0026] Business managers; business owners; and corporations - who

make business related expenses and wish to have a better receipt

management process and system; and

[0027] Merchants of all sizes - who wish to streamline their receipt

management processes and systems, post sales administrative procedures

and storage and to save on the costs of buying printer supplies.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0028] The embodiments described herein provide in one aspect, a

computer implemented system for processing a financial transaction at a

point-of-sale terminal, the system comprising

one or more memories for storing information and at least one set of

instructions, and

one or more distributed processors for

capturing financial transaction data;

determining a destination account at a remote data storage

facility;

sending the financial transaction data to the remote data storage

facility;

generating an electronic receipt from the financial transaction

data; and

storing the electronic receipt at the destination account at the

remote data storage facility;

wherein



the destination account is associated with an account

type; and

the electronic receipt is configurable to contain a variable

amount of merchant level data based on the account

type.

[0029] The embodiments described herein provide in another aspect, a

computer implemented system for processing a financial transaction at a

point-of-sale terminal, the system comprising

one or more memories for storing information and at least one set of

instructions, and

one or more distributed processors for

determining multiple destination accounts at a remote data

storage facility;

generating at least one electronic receipt for each of the multiple

destination accounts; and

sending the at least one electronic receipt to each of the multiple

destination accounts to the remote data storage facility.

[0030] The embodiments described herein provide in a further aspect,

a computer implemented system for storing electronic receipts comprising

a merchant module operable to store merchant account data;

a consumer module operable to store consumer account data;

a business manager module operable to store business account data;

a receipts module operable to store electronic receipts associated with

the merchant account data and the consumer account data; and

a hypermedia interface for interacting with the electronic receipts.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0031] For a better understanding of the embodiments described herein

and to show more clearly how they may be carried into effect, reference will



now be made, by way of example only, to the accompanying drawings which

show at least one exemplary embodiment, and in which:

[0032] FIG. 1A is a block diagram of a system for generating electronic

receipts at a point-of-sale terminal;

[0033] FIG. 1B is a flowchart diagram illustrating the steps of

generating electronic receipts at a point-of-sale terminal;

[0034] FIG. 2A and 2C are flowchart diagrams illustrating the steps of

capturing financial transaction information at a point-of-sale environment for

payment methods requiring and not requiring external authorization and

settlement respectively;

[0035] FIG. 2B and 2D are block diagrams illustrating exemplary

methods of payment requiring and not requiring external authorisation and

settlement respectively;

[0036] FIG. 3A is a block diagram illustrating functions provided by a

consumer destination account environment;

[0037] FIGS. 3B-3G are example screenshots of a consumer

destination account environment;

[0038] FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating functions provided by a

business manager destination account environment;

[0039] FIG. 4B is an example screenshot of a business manager

destination account environment;

[0040] FIGS. 5A and 5C are block diagrams illustrating operations

provided by a personal and business supplementary accounts respectively;

[0041] FIGS. 5B is an example screenshot of a personal

supplementary account environment;

[0042] FIG. 6A is a block diagram illustrating functions provided by a

merchant destination account environment;



10043] FIG. 6B and 6C are example screenshots of a merchant

destination account environment;

[0044] FIG. 7 is an example schematic diagram illustrating searchable

fields of electronic receipts and available reports that may be generated

therefrom; and

[0045] FIG. 8 is a flowchart diagram illustrating the steps of creating a

new account at the POS environment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0046] It will be appreciated that numerous specific details are set forth

in order to provide a thorough understanding of the exemplary embodiments

described herein. However, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in

the art that the embodiments described herein may be practiced without these

specific details. In other instances, well-known methods, procedures and

components have not been described in detail so as not to obscure the

embodiments described herein. Furthermore, this description is not to be

considered as limiting the scope of the embodiments described herein in any

way, but rather as merely describing the implementation of the various

embodiments described herein.

[0047] The embodiments of the systems and methods described herein

may be implemented in hardware or software, or a combination of both.

However, preferably, these embodiments are implemented in computer

programs executing on programmable computers each comprising at least

one processor, a data storage system (including volatile and non-volatile

memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device, and at least one

output device. For example and without limitation, the programmable

computers may be a personal computer, laptop, personal data assistant,

cellular telephone, smart-phone device and wireless hypermedia device.

Program code is applied to input data to perform the functions described



herein and generate output information. The output information is applied to

one or more output devices, in known fashion.

[0048] Each program is preferably implemented in a high level

procedural or object oriented programming and/or scripting language to

communicate with a computer system. However, the programs can be

implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. In any case, the

language may be a compiled or interpreted language. Each such computer

program is preferably stored on a storage media or a device (e.g. ROM or

magnetic diskette) readable by a general or special purpose programmable

computer, for configuring and operating the computer when the storage media

or device is read by the computer to perform the procedures described herein.

The subject system may also be considered to be implemented as a

computer-readable storage medium, configured with a computer program,

where the storage medium so configured causes a computer to operate in a

specific and predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.

[0049] Furthermore, the system, processes and methods of the

described embodiments are capable of being distributed in a computer

program product comprising a computer readable medium that bears

computer usable instructions for one or more processors. The medium may

be provided in various forms, including one or more diskettes, compact disks,

tapes, chips, wireline transmissions, satellite transmissions, internet

transmission or downloadings, magnetic and electronic storage media, digital

and analog signals, and the like. The computer useable instructions may also

be in various forms, including compiled and non-compiled code.

[0050] Referring to FIG. 1A, therein illustrated is a system for

generating electronic receipts, referred to generally as 100. Point-of-Sale

Terminal 105 may be any location where a buyer and a merchant interact,

wherein a buyer provides payment in exchange for a good or service. For

example, point-of-sale terminal 105 may be provided at any retail location,

office, or other suitable location and or environment where a financial

transaction may be processed. Point-of-sale terminal 105 can further include



laptops, computer devices, smart phones, other forms of hypermedia

devices/interfaces, or any other suitable devices or platforms that are capable

of enabling e-commerce payments.

[0051] Point-of-Sale terminal 105 may have embedded within it, point-

of-sale add-on 106, and may be operatively connected to a communications

network 104 (such as the Internet) for sending transaction data from financial

transactions occurring at point-of-sale terminal add-on 106 to electronic

receipt system 102. Electronic receipt system 102 may also be operatively

connected to network 104 to receive financial transaction data sent from

point-of-sale terminal add-on 106.

[0052] Information stored on electronic receipt system 102 may be

accessible by various computing platforms 108 also operatively connected to

communications network 104. For example, such computing platforms may

include desktop computers 108a, laptop computers 108b or wireless

communication device 108c.

[0053] It will be understood by one skilled in the art that connections to

communications network 104 may be wired, wireless or any combination

thereof. For example, desktop computer 108a or laptop computer 108b may

be connected to network 104 through wireless local area network (WLAN)

technologies (e.g., "Wi-Fi") or through a physical network connection to a

computer network router or switch (e.g., Ethernet). Wireless communication

device 108c may be connected to network 104 through mobile cellular

networks, which may be operable to additionally provide cellular-specific

services such as SMS text message notification.

[0054] When a financial transaction takes place, account recognition

module 170 in POS terminal add-on 106 may be configured to recognize the

account information of the buyer (consumer (A) or business manager (B )) .in

the transaction. In one embodiment, the buyer account may be directly

derivable from the payment method account (e.g., a buyer account being

determined from the credit card account used to pay for the purchase) such



that a buyer may pay with their payment method without providing specific

information related to the buyer's registered account on electronic receipt

system 102. In alternate embodiments, account recognition module 170 may

be linked to hardware components (not shown) operable to provide

information about an account registered with electronic receipt system 102.

For example, such hardware component may include any type of hardware

token reader such as a barcode scanner, a magnetic stripe reader, a smart

card reader, an alphanumeric keypad or other suitable methods known in the

art of securely reading in account information.

[0055] As discussed below, the account information recognized by

account recognition module 170 may be linked to supplementary accounts

associated with the buyer.

[0056] POS terminal add-on 106 may also be configured to be

associated with the seller (a merchant account) such that when financial

transaction data is sent from POS terminal add-on 106 to electronic receipt

system 102, the generated electronic receipt may be sent to the proper

accounts registered in electronic receipt system 102.

[0057] In some embodiments, account recognition module 170 may

also contain programmatic logic for creating a new account if no destination

account can be determined to be associated with a buyer at the financial

transaction.

[0058] Electronic receipt system 102 may comprise a receipt intake

interface 124 and a hypermedia interface 122 for allowing outside users and

systems to access electronic receipt system 102. Electronic receipt system

102 may also comprise programmatic modules for providing programmatic

logic to enable various account environments. These may comprise

consumer module 110, merchant module 112, business manager module 114

and reports module 116. Electronic receipt system 102 may further comprise

persistent storage mechanisms. This may include electronic receipts

database 118 for storing electronic receipts 130 and central repository



database 120 for storing financial transaction data 132 captured from point-of-

sale terminal 105.

[0059] It will be understood by those skilled in the art that the various

components of electronic receipt system 102 that provides persistent storage

of financial transaction data 132 and electronic receipts 130 may be

characterized as a remote data storage facility or a data storage facility.

[0060] Receipt intake interface 124 receives financial transaction

information 132 from point of sale terminal add-on 106. This information is

stored directly into central repository database 120. Thorough and complete

financial transaction data 132 is stored to enable the generation of electronic

receipts 130 containing variable amounts of merchant level data according to

the type of account environment (consumer (A), business manager (BM) or

merchant (M)).

[0061] Electronic receipts database 118 stores electronic receipts 130

generated from financial transaction data 132 stored in central repository

database 120. Each electronic receipt may comprise variable amounts of

merchant level data, and may be searchable according to various fields by

reports module 116 (discussed below).

[0062] It will be understood by those skilled in the art that central

repository database 120 and electronic receipts database 118 may be

organized and structured according to a suitable schema for organizing such

information. Such databases may be provided by known database

technologies in the art such as Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2 or MySQL. It

will be further understood that although central repository database 120 and

electronic receipts database 118 are illustrated as databases, that any other

suitable persistent storage technologies may also be used to accomplish

similar tasks (e.g., a persistent file format).

[0063] Consumer module 110 may be operable to store and access

account information related to a registered consumer, i.e., consumer account

data. Such information may include contact information, payment information,



preferred information or other suitable information. Consumer module 110

may also be operatively connected to hypermedia interface 122 to provide

information for a consumer destination account environment (CPA1,

described below) to computing environments 108 (example screenshots of

which are provided in FIGS. 3B-G, described in detail below) To enable the

functions available in consumer destination account environment (CPA1),

consumer module 110 may also be operatively connected to electronic

receipts database 18 to allow access to electronic receipts 130, and to

central repository database 120 to allow access to financial transaction data

132.

[0064] Merchant module 112 may be configured to store and access

information related to a registered merchant, i.e., merchant account data.

Such information may include merchant contact information, the types of

product or services provided, or other suitable information for keeping track of

registered merchants. Merchant module 112 may interact with hypermedia

interface 122 to provide information for a merchant account environment

(MPA1, described below) to computing environments 108 (example

screenshots of which are provided in FIGS. 6, described in detail below). To

enable the functions available in merchant account environment (MPA1),

merchant module 112 may also be operatively connected to electronic

receipts database 118 to allow access to electronic receipts 130, and to

central repository database 120 to allow access to financial transaction data

132.

[0065] Merchant module 112 may also store and provide access to

information operable to provide interaction with registered buyers registered in

consumer module 110 and business manager module 14. For example, this

may include merchant rating information, merchant blog information,

merchant promotion information and/or any other suitable information for

enabling registered merchants to interact with registered buyers (A, BM).

Such types of information may make reference to registered customers so as

to enable a merchant to determine engaged registered buyers (A, BM) and



reach out to them to access these buyer interaction tools. For example, such

interaction may include sending registered customers promotions to

encourage additional sales.

[0066] Merchant module 112 may also be configured to provide a

business directory for cataloguing registered merchants according to various

criteria. This business directory may be accessible to buyers (A, BM) or other

merchants using electronic receipt system 102. Merchant module 2 may

further be configured to tailor the contents of the business directory according

to the user that is viewing the buyer-specific account data or the merchant-

specific merchant account data that belongs to the viewer of the business

directory.

[0067] Business Manager module 114 may be configured to store and

access information related to a registered business manager, i.e., business

manager account data. Such information may include business manager

contact information, or other suitable information for performing functions

connected with operation of a business manager. Business manager module

114 may be operable to interact with hypermedia interface 122 to provide

information for business manager account environments (BMPA1, described

below) to computing environments 108 (example screenshots of which are

provided in FIG. 4B described in detail below). To enable the functions

available in business manager account environment (BMPA1), business

manager module 1 4 may also be operatively connected to electronic receipts

database 118 to allow access to electronic receipts 130, and to central

repository database 120 to allow access to financial transaction data 132.

[0068] Business manager module 1 4 may provide functionality similar

in nature to consumer module 110 because business managers may be

buyers in the financial transaction that resulted in the captured financial

transaction data 132 at POS terminal add-on 106. However, business

manager module 114 may provide additional and further functionality catered



to business managers. For example, this may include expense breakdown

reports not available to customers.

[0069] Report Module 116 may be configured to access information

stored within electronic receipts 130 stored in electronic receipts database

118 to generate reports viewable in account environments 140. As noted

above, electronic receipts 130 may be generated from central repository

database 0. Reports may be generated using searchable fields to generate

reports for display in hypermedia interfaces 122 of consumer destination

account environments (CPA1), business manager destination account

environments (BMPA1) or merchant business account environments (MPA1).

(Example searchable fields and available reports are illustrated in FIG. 7.)

[0070] As noted above, the information stored in electronic receipts

database 118 may be accessible by users using various computing platforms

108. Hypermedia interface 122 may be configured to provide access to

destination accounts 140 on electronic receipt system 102. Such interfaces

may be any suitable method of accessing remote information over a network

104 known in the art. For example, hypermedia interface 122 may include a

website accessible by a web browser, an application programming interface

(API), a web portal, a mobile website, a mobile application, and/or a

smartphone application that is accessible by an installed application on

computing platforms 108. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that

programmatic logic for providing display functionality may be provided by

hypermedia interface 122, on computing platforms 108, on a third-party

display configuration server, or any combination thereof. That is, it will be

appreciated that applications providing access to account environments 140

on computing platforms 108 may be thin or thick clients that perform little or

substantial amounts of local processing respectively on computing platform

108. The amount of local processing on computing platforms 108 may be

variable depending on concerns such as the nature of computing platform 108

(e.g., mobile communications device 108c may have limited access to



processing or bandwidth resources such that it would be advantageous to

reduce the amount of processing on mobile communications device 108c).

[0071] Hypermedia interface 122 may be operable to alter the

appearance of destination account environments 140 according to the nature

of computing platform 108. For example, a website may be adaptable to be

displayed in a large format on a desktop computer 108a or laptop computer

108b, or on a mobile format (e.g., having less graphics and consuming less

bandwidth) on mobile communications device 108c. Similarly, native

applications on these computing platforms 108 (e.g., and without limitation,

including installed applications on desktop computer 108a or notebook 108b,

or mobile applications installed on a smartphone 108c (e.g., BlackBerry® or

iPhone®) may likewise be adaptable to display information according to

constraints of the computing platform 108 (e.g., smaller screen size and/or

touch screen input).

[0072] Electronic receipts 130 may be created seamlessly in real-time

directly from the POS environment add-on 106, and accessible through

destination accounts 140 made available on hypermedia interface 122. As

alluded to above, recipients of electronic receipts 130 may be 'Personal

Consumers' (A), 'Business Managers' (BM) and 'Merchants' (M) of all sizes,

and their respective supplementary account holders, may access electronic

receipts 130 through computing platforms 108. It will be understood that

'Business Managers' may comprise Business Owners, Small medium

Enterprises (SME's), or Corporations. Supplementary accounts associated

with personal consumers may subsequently be referred to as Personal

Supplementary Accountholders (SOSA2, described below), and

supplementary accounts associated with business 'Business Managers' may

subsequently be referred to as Business Supplementary Accountholders

(SOSA3). Operations available to supplementary accounts will be discussed

in greater detail below.



[0073] Electronic receipts 130 may contain a detailed list of

transactional data and elements that are typically passed from the merchant

(M) to a buyer (A, BM). The point-of-sale terminal add-on 106 of the subject

embodiment will capture transactional data that is greater than Level 1

Merchant Data directly from subscribing merchants' (M) POS environments

105, during the payment process of the sales transaction. All financial

transactional data 132 and electronic receipts 130 may include the financial

transaction fields and may expand on further fields as the payment industry

emerges. Presently in the industry, there are 3 levels of merchant data.

Level 1 Merchant Data is the basic level and Level 3 Merchant Data currently

contains the most detailed list of transactional information:

[0074] Level 1 data contains: Method of Payment, Card Number (of the

method of payment, e.g., credit card number) & Expiry Date, Subscribing

Buyer's Billing Address, Postal/Zip Code, Purchase Invoice Number,

Merchant Name, Transaction Amount and Date/Time.

[0075] Level 2 data may contain the information in Level 1 data, and

also: Tax Amount, Customer Code, Merchant Postal Code, Tax Identification,

Merchant Minority Code and Merchant State Code

[0076] Level 3 data may contain the information in Level 2 data, and

may additionally contain: Item Product Code, Item Description, Item Quantity,

Item Unit of Measure, Item Extended Amount, Item Net/Gross Indicator, Item

Tax Amount, Item Tax Rate, Item Tax Identifier, Item Discount Indicator, Ship

from Postal Code, Freight Amount, Duty Amount, Destination Postal Code,

Destination Country Code and Alternate Tax Amount.

[0077] It will be understood that captured financial transaction data may

additionally or alternatively include other fields as the payment industry

evolves. For example, such fields may include: Subscriber's Name and

Account information; Merchant ID #; Merchant Details; Merchant Address;

Merchant Telephone (and URL address where applicable); Server Name;

Table # (where applicable); Check # (where applicable); POS Terminal #;



Method of Payment and Expiry Date (where applicable); Name registered on

method of payment; Retrieval #; Trace/Reference #; Approval #; Authorization

#; Transaction amount details; Sub Total; Tax Amount (and or Alternate Tax

Amount); Tip/gratuity Amount; Total Amount; Customer Code (where

applicable); Tax Identification; Merchant Provincial/State Code; Item Product

Code; Item/Service Description; Detailed Line Description of Items/Services

Purchased; Item/Services Quantity; Item/Services Unit of Measure;

Item/Services Extended Amount; Item/Service Net/Gross Indicator;

Item/Service Tax Amount; Item/Service Tax Rate; Item/Service Tax Identifier;

Item/Service Discount Indicator; Ship from Postal Code Freight Amount;

Customs Tax and Duty Amount; Destination Postal Code; and Destination

Country Code.

[0078] In some embodiments, electronic receipts 130 may be

configurable to contain a variable amount of merchant level data based on the

account type of the registered user (CPA1/BMPA1/MPA1/SOSA2/SOSA3).

For example, an electronic receipt 130 sent to a consumer destination

account environment (CPA1) may contain a basic, or reduced set of data

fields that contain only the Level 1 merchant data, whereas electronic receipts

130 sent to business manager destination accounts (BMPA1) may be

configured to contain merchant level data including Level 1 and 2 merchant

data. Providing such tiered access to data on electronic receipts 130 may be

advantageous because Business Managers (BM) may be willing to pay

additional fees to access the additional data for enhanced reporting features

(e.g., a tax breakdown of their expenses). Further, electronic receipts 130

sent to merchant business account environments (MPA1) may be configured

to contain merchant level data including Level 1, 2 and 3 merchant data.

Providing such further data may be advantageous for merchants; for example,

to facilitate inventory tracking or other further enhanced reporting features.

[0079] It will be understood that while electronic receipts 130 for

consumer (CPA1), business manager (BMPA1) and merchant (MPA1)

accounts were discussed with respect to increasing levels of merchant level



data from levels 1 to 3 respectively, any variations of data fields may be

assigned to the different account types. For example, in an alternate

embodiment, there may be data fields that are present for consumer accounts

(CPA1), but not for business managers accounts (BMPA1); or for business

managers accounts (BMPA1) that are not present for merchant accounts

(MPA1). Accordingly, any embodiment where different numbers of data fields

appearing on an electronic receipt 130 correspond to account types are within

the contemplation of the subject embodiments.

[0080] Referring to FIG. 1B, therein illustrated are the steps of a

method for generating electronic receipts, referred to generally as 101 .

[0081] At step (S1), the process will begin when a buyer presents for

payment at the POS terminal or environment 105. As is discussed below,

payment may be in forms that require external authorisation / settlement (e.g.,

credit card), or not (e.g., cash).

[0082] At step (S2), Account recognition module 170, which may be

embedded and integrated with POS terminal 105, may seamlessly detect,

capture, identify and verify the subscribing buyer's (A, BM) qualification,

eligibility and destination account. Such process may occur by verifying the

buyer's account information with registered accounts stored in consumer

module 110 or business manager module 114. If an account cannot be

determined, a new account acquisition process may be initiated (see FIG. 8,

below).

[0083] At step (S3), transactional data including key data elements may

be detected, identified, captured and tracked from the subscribing buyer's

method of payment at the Point of Sales (POS) add-on 106; all in real-time

(S5a). As mentioned above, such transaction data may be greater than Level

1 Merchant data, and may comprise various fields as indicated above.

Immediately upon capturing the transactional data, the embodiment may

securely transmit the transactional data (step S4) to the electronic receipt

system 102. In turn, electronic receipt system 102 may store the financial



transaction data 132 in a secure remote electronic data storage environment

such as central repository database 120; all in real-time. Once the

transactional data has been received, the information may be immediately

transmitted to data processing platforms (not shown) to generate, format and

prepare the presentment of electronic receipts 130 (step S5) to be stored on

electronic receipts database 118; all in real-time.

[0084] Immediately upon the generation of electronic receipts 130

originating from the point of sale add-on environment 106, the subscribing

buyer (A, BM) may receive notifications on hypermedia interfaces 122, which

may be accessible by computer platforms 108 (step S6). Notification may take

place in various formats such as in a formatted SMS text message to mobile

communications device 108c (S6a), or sending of a notification message to

destination account 140 indicating creation of the electronic receipt 130 (S6b).

[0085] Simultaneous with the notification(s) sent in step S6, the actual

electronic receipt 130 itself may be securely sent to destination account 140

(S7), made available through hypermedia interface 122 on computing

platforms 108.

[0086] In some embodiments, the electronic receipt 130 may be

formatted in a barcode version such that the barcode captures the

transactional information related to each purchase. Such barcode version of

electronic receipt 130 may be particularly advantageous for sending to mobile

device 108c. That is, to facilitate quick return or exchange of purchased

goods, a buyer (A, BM) may be able to present the barcode version of an

electronic receipt 130 on their mobile device 108c to a merchant (M) at a

point-of-sale terminal 105. The merchant (M) may then be able to scan the

barcode to process the return or exchange without manually entering in any

transaction identification information, allowing the transaction to proceed in a

quicker and less error-prone way. It will be understood that the barcode may

be any linear, 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional barcode suitable for storing

such data. In such embodiments, point-of-sale terminal add-on 106 may be



provided with a suitable barcode reader/scanner to scan the barcode version

of the electronic receipt 130 for reading financial transaction data associated

with a transaction. In further embodiments, the barcode version of the

electronic receipt 130 may not only contain the financial transaction data

related to the purchase, but may additionally or alternatively contain a

reference to the receipt 130 stored on electronic receipt system 102. This

reference may enable additional financial transaction data 132 not captured in

the barcode to be accessed at the point-of-sale environment 105 when the

barcode is scanned.

[0087] As is discussed below, destination account 140 may be

associated with each subscribing buyer (A, BM), and may provide the ability

to access and view all (and any) of the electronic receipts 30 that has been

created as a result of their purchase from a subscribing merchant (M). In one

embodiment, destination account 140 may securely store each electronic

receipt 130 for 10 years rolling from the time and date each receipt was

created, all within the central repository database 120, allowing subscribing

buyers (A, BM) to access their electronic receipts 130 any time via their online

account 140.

[0088] As electronic receipts (ER1/ER2) are created in real-time and

immediately followed by notifications (S6a/b/c) to the subscriber (also in real¬

time), the embodiments may be used as a real-time fraud detection tool. In

the event that a subscriber's credit, debit and or fund accounts (A1) is/are

being compromised, the subscriber may receive a trigger notification(s) that

they can act on contacting their bank(s) immediately to put a freeze on their

account(s). This may give the subscribing buyer a greater sense of control.

[0089] Referring briefly to FIG. 3G, therein illustrated is an example

notification of the generation of an electronic receipt 130 on a mobile device

108c, shown as 302, and providing an opportunity to call the issuing bank if

the indicated transaction was fraudulent.



[0090] As stated in the journey above, the described embodiments may

provide for a process to be seamless to all subscribing buyers and

subscribing merchants, and for the electronic receipts to be made available

from the POS environments to the destination accounts 140 in real-time. That

is, neither buyer nor merchant will ever have to initiate any step or act in the

initial stages of engaging in each sales transaction or payment process.

[0091] Within the entire journey of a payment process where the

method of payments (A1) come from the subscribing buyer's (A, BM) credit

account; debit account; and (or) their funds account, neither merchant ( ) and

or subscribing buyer (A, BM) will ever have to implement any steps or

procedures to contribute to the capture of transactional data (B3/BT3) and

creation of electronic receipts (ER1/ER2). As a direct result of the

embodiments, subscribing buyers (A, BM) will never ever need to keep and

store their paper receipts again. Transactional data 132 may be seamlessly

created in real-time(B3/BT3), directly from the subscribing merchants' (M)

POS terminal device 108 and or e-Commerce platform(s) (B/BT) and

transmitted (B4/BT4), to electronic receipt system 102 and stored in

proprietary central repository database 120. Electronic receipt system 102

may then be operable to generate electronic receipts 130 so as to store them

in destination accounts 140 and notify account holders of their creation.

[0092] Destination accounts 40 may belong to a subscribing buyer (A,

BM) or merchant (M), or their associated supplementary accounts

(CPA1/BMPA1/SOSA2/SOSA3/MPA1). Each account type may provide

particular advantageous for each type of account holder. Account recognition

module 170 may be configured to detect if the subscribing buyer is either a

personal consumer (A), a business manager (BM) or supplementary

accountholders (SOSA2/SOSA3). It will be understood that each subscribing

account holder of a destination account 140 may be provided with a unique

identifier and password. To access a destination account 140 and associated

electronic receipts 130, an account holder may be required to provide this

access information.



[0093] All subscribing merchants (M) may also receive copies of every

electronic receipt 130 (ER1/ER2) that is created through their sales; for every

electronic receipt 130 (ER1/ER2) created, one copy will go to the subscribing

buyer (A, BM) and the other to them. Such receipts may be configured to be

received relative to a merchant's daily sales transactions.

[0094] Referring to FIG. 2A, therein illustrated is a flowchart diagram

illustrating the steps of capturing financial transaction information at a point-of-

sale environment for payment methods requiring external authorization and

settlement, shown generally as 262.

[0095] At (step 202), the seamless process will begin with an initial

direct engagement of the subscribing buyer (A, BM) making and completing a

sales transaction payment process with a subscribing merchant (M) at the

merchant's POS environment. At (step 204), the payment method is sent to

an external third party (e.g., Visa®, MasterCard® authorization and settlement

process) for authorization and settlement of payment methods. If approved,

step 206 provides that account recognition module 170 may seamlessly

execute the detection, capture, identification and verification of the buyer's (A,

BM) qualification, eligibility and destination account 140; all in real-time.

[0096] Referring briefly to FIG. 2B, therein illustrated is a block diagram

of examples of such payment methods requiring external authorization, shown

generally as 250. For example, such payment methods may include credit

accounts (A2), debit accounts (A3), smart cards (A4), charge cards (A5),

contactless payments (A6), mobile payments (A7), biometric payments (A8)

or other suitable payment platforms which require external authorization,

including new and emerging payment technologies and platforms (A9). In

some embodiments, payment technologies may include providing a mobile

application on mobile device 108c that is configured to indicate account

details. In one embodiment, the mobile application may provide a bar code to

represent financial account information on the smart phone or mobile device

108c. Such bar code representation may contain the financial account



information normally stored in the earlier mentioned payment cards so as to

remove the need of a buyer (A, BM) to separately carry such payment cards.

[0097] Also, payment technologies may include providing a mobile

application on the mobile device 108c that is configured to store and indicate

the buyer's (Α ,ΒΜ) destination account 140, which will correlate to consumer

module 110 or business manager module 114. The benefit here is that the

buyer (A, BM) can present the barcode to the merchant (M) to have scanned

or read at the POS add-on environment 106, to ultimately create an electronic

receipt 130. Once the destination account 140 has been established,

subscribing buyers (A, BM) may be able to seamlessly receive electronic

receipts 130 in real-time from subscribing merchants (M).

[0098] At step 208, financial transactional data 132 may be captured at

the subscribing merchant's (M) POS environments 105, in real-time and

securely transmitted to electronic receipt system 102 (step 210) through

network 104. At step 212, electronic receipt system 102 receives financial

transactional data 132 where a data processing platform (not shown) may be

used to prepare, format and create the presentment of electronic receipts 130.

[0099] Neither subscribing buyers nor merchants will ever have to

implement any steps, methods or procedures in a sales transactions involving

an electronic bill payment that leads to funds deriving from credit account,

debit account and (or) funds account. As noted, the process of creating

electronic receipts 130 may be seamless within the transaction process to

both the subscribing merchants (M) and subscribing buyers (A, BM), and all

electronic receipts 130 may be delivered to the subscribing buyers (A, BM)

and subscribing merchants (M) in real-time. To achieve seamless execution,

payments being made at the subscribing merchants' (M) POS Environments

05 (linked to electronic receipt system 102) may be with funds linked back to

the subscribing buyers' (A, BM) Credit Accounts, Debit Accounts and (or)

Fund Accounts (A1).



[00100] When personal consumers (A) and business managers (BM)

sign up for the services of receiving electronic receipts 130, they may be

required to provide key data elements within their account profile to complete

the account setup. These data elements will be associated to their credit

account, debit account and (or) fund account(s) (A1) from where the payment

and (or) funds will derive from, for the purchase of their transactions. They

will also be required to provide personal information about themselves within

their account profile. The account acquisition process is discussed in greater

detail below.

[00101] Referring to FIG. 2C, therein illustrated is a block diagram

illustrating the steps of capturing financial information at a POS terminal for

payment methods not requiring external authorization and settlement, shown

generally as 262. This method may be employed by buyers with accounts

that may not be directly associated or connected to a subscribing buyers'

credit account, debit account (and) or funds account.

[00102] At step 202, payment is presented. Referring briefly to FIG. 2D,

therein illustrated is a block diagram of example payment methods that do not

require external authorization and settlement, shown generally as 252. For

example, such payments may include cash (C1), cheque (C2), gift card (C3),

store credit (C4) or any other suitable payment method not requiring external

authorization (C5). As alluded to above in relation to FIG. 2B, payment

technologies may include providing a mobile application on a mobile device

108c that indicates monetary value or a denomination. In one embodiment,

the mobile application may provide a bar code to represent this information on

a smart phone or mobile device 108c. For payment methods not requiring

external authorization and settlement, such bar codes may contain the

monetary value or denomination relating to a gift card (C3) or store credit (C4)

such that scanning this bar code allows for payment at the point-of-sale

terminal 105.



[00103] At step 206', buyers with accounts may use a hardware token

device at the subscribing merchant's POS retail location for identifying their

account 140 on electronic receipt system 102. The token device may contain

their subscription identification, eligibility and destination account details.

Having provided these details, financial transactional data 132 may be

captured for the purposes of generating an electronic receipt 130 that is linked

to an appropriate destination account 140. As discussed above, a hardware

token reader attached to account recognition module 170 may read the

hardware token. Such reader may include any suitable method of reading

account information known in the art.

[00104] In one embodiment, the hardware token may additionally or

alternatively include a hypermedia mobile application on a smartphone (e.g.,

mobile device 108c) that can be operable to indicate subscription

identification, eligibility and destination account details. Such information may

be formatted as a barcode on hypermedia mobile application. When scanned

(e.g., by a barcode scanner available as a part of a point-of-sale terminal add¬

on 106), the barcode is operable to detect the data properties of the barcode

pertaining to account information so as to identify a corresponding destination

account 140.

[001 05] In effect, for this embodiment, the bar code may allow the buyer

to use, exercise and partake in the electronic receipt system 102 when

participating in a sales transaction that does not require an external

authorization process (e.g. Cash or Cheque based payments C1/C2). Such

embodiment may allow a buyer (A, BM) to present the barcode to the

merchant (M) to have scanned or read at the POS add-on environment add¬

on 106, to ultimately create an electronic receipt 130.

[00106] Any references to method of payments made with cash, cheque,

gift card, store credit or others (C1 - C5) may not be seamless as the

subscribing buyer (A, BM) may be required to present a hardware token at the



subscribing merchants' (M) POS environment, apart from their method of

payment.

[00107] Having identified a destination account 140 on electronic receipt

system 102 from the hardware token to associate the financial transaction

data 132 and eventual electronic receipt 130, steps 208 to 212 may proceed

as described above in FIG. 2A.

[00108] As the creation of electronic receipts 130 may impact 3 market

segments (Consumers (A), Business Managers (BM) and Merchants (M)), the

accessible capabilities of the 3 market segments are described in greater

detail below.

[00109] Referring to FIG. 3A, therein illustrated is a block diagram

illustrating the functionality available in a specific type of destination account

140, a consumer destination account (CPA1), shown generally as 380.

Consumer destination account (CPA1) may be accessed by personal

consumers (A) which may be everyday shoppers making personal

consumption of goods and (or) services. CPA1 may bring new experiences to

consumers, most especially in the post sales period.

[00110] For example, once generated, electronic receipts 130 may be

accessed, searched, viewed, printed or downloaded (ER1). Referring to FIG.

3B, therein illustrated is an example screenshot of a consumer destination

account CPA1 for consumer Angela Brown 310, shown generally as 300. The

destination account environment user interface may be organized into an

Account tab 306 and a Receipts tab 304 for accessing account and receipts

functionality respectively. In the example embodiment, electronic receipts 130

may be organized by date. However, it will be understood by those skilled in

the art that other methods of organization may also be contemplated. For

example, electronic receipts 130 may be organized by merchant expense

category, or amount of the expense. When consumer Angela Brown 310

clicks on a receipt 130, the electronic receipt 130 may be accessed and

viewed.



[001 11] Referring to FIG. 3C, therein illustrated is an example

screenshot of a consumer destination account CPA1 wherein an electronic

receipt 130 is viewable, shown generally as 300'. As illustrated, electronic

receipt 130 shows a MasterCard® purchase made by consumer Angela Brown

310 on December 29, 2008 at Travel XYZ for a flight to New York in the

amount of $300.00. As discussed above, various amounts of merchant level

data may be present on an electronic receipt 130 (ER1) according to the type

account type of the user of electronic receipt system 02, and additional and

further fields may be present on electronic receipts 130 for consumer

accounts as well as business manager accounts and merchant accounts.

[00112] In addition to viewing electronic receipts 130, consumer

destination account (CPA1) may provide consumer Angela Brown 310 the

ability to perform further functions related to electronic receipts 130. For

example, user interface for consumer destination account CPA1 may have

buttons and other functionalities providing the ability to print 332, download

334 or see further details 330 concerning the electronic receipt 30. As will

be understood, these functions may be provided in the form of buttons on the

user interface or any other suitable mechanism of accessing operations on

computing platforms 108 known in the art.

[001 13] Referring to FIG. 3D, therein illustrated is an example

screenshot of account-level functionality available in consumer destination

account (CPA1), shown generally as 301. In the example embodiment,

Consumer Angela Brown 310 may access such functionality under the

Account tab 306. As noted above, Angela Brown may be able to access

operations related to creating spend alerts 352, creating supplementary

accounts 354, reviewing merchant offers 356, viewing a business directory

358 or viewing comments on a merchant blog 360.

[001 14] Also, subscribing account holders may be able to create alerts

that will be triggered by subscriber-determined fields and parameters. For

example, spend alerts (SA1) may be generated so that a consumer is notified



if a spending threshold has been exceeded. Such 'Spend Alerts' (SA1) on

either their own overall account (CPA1) and or on each supplementary

account (SOSA2) (described below), allowing notifications (S6a/b/c) to be

sent in real-time once spend thresholds have been reached. The spend

thresholds may be determined by the personal consumer (A). For example,

spend alerts (SA1) may be set by: Calendar time; merchant name; merchant

category; geographic location; expense amount; method of payment; by

overall spend threshold amounts at the primary account level, by spend

threshold amounts on overall supplementary accounts (SOSA2).

[001 15] Referring to FIG. 3E, therein illustrated is an example

screenshot of a consumer destination account (CPA1) providing the Spend

Alert (SA1) ability to consumers (A), shown generally as 301'. In the example

user interface, consumer (A) is provided with the ability to choose which

payment method to receive Spend Alerts 370 for (Visa® card). Also, they may

be provided with notification options for where to receive such notifications

372, 376 and the ability to configure spending thresholds 374 and

geographical locations 378 for when the alerts should trigger. In the example

user interface, consumer Angela Brown 310 has selected to be notified via

SMS when purchases are above $500, and if purchases are made outside of

Canada.

[001 16] It will be understood that thresholds or other events in relation to

subscriber-determined fields and parameters may also trigger alerts. For

example, these fields may be any one or combination of number of fields

captured in financial transaction data 132. Examples of various fields for

which alerts may be triggered are illustrated in FIG. 7 .

[001 7] Further, consumer destination account (CPA1) may access

stored data on consumer module 1 0 and merchant module 112 to provide

information about merchants (M). For example, referring again to FIGS. 3D

and 3A, consumer destination account (CPA1) may be configured to allow

consumers to receive merchant offers 356 (M01), view a business directory



358 (B2BD1) or view comments on merchant blogs 360 (MV1). After viewing

such information about merchants, consumer destination account (CPA1)

may be configured to allow a consumer to manipulate such information. For

example, consumers may be allowed to trade merchant offers (TM01), create

a custom directory (B2BD2), or add/share comments on merchant blogs

(A V 1).

[00 8] With regard to receiving merchant offers, consumer module 0

may be configured to allow subscribing merchants (M) to create target profile

marketing campaigns to target subscribing consumers (A) with incentive

discounted offers, enticing them to return back for more business. Targeted

subscribing personal consumers (A) and supplementary accountholders

(SOSA2) may receive notifications (S6a-c) informing them of a newly arrived

offer (M01).

[001 19] Consumers may then trade/exchange/swap their received

merchant discount offers with other account holders (TM01). Such

functionality may be provided via an account holder's destination account 140

and hypermedia interfaces 122.

[00120] Referring to FIG. 3F, therein illustrated is an example user

interface for consumer (A) to trade merchant offers 390, shown generally as

301". When consumer (A) clicks on a link to Review Merchant Offers 356;

offers 390 may appear on this screen such that a consumer (A) may be

presented with the option to Redeem 392 or Offer for Trade 394 the offer. In

the exemplary user interface, consumer Angela Brown 310 is presented with

two merchant offers: a 10% discount off a flight from TravelXYZ, which she

may redeem 392 or trade 394; and a free weekend car rental from ABC Ca

Rental, which she may also redeem 392' or trade 394'.

[00121] With regards to a business directory (B2BD1), consumers (A)

(and supplementary accountholders (SOSA2), as discussed below) may be

able to view a business directory list of subscribing merchants (B2BD1), and

also build a custom business directory list (B2BD2) of subscribing merchants



(M) that they've recently or normally shop at (not shown). This list may be

created and made available to access on their destination account 140

(CPA1/SOSA2). The business directory (B2BD1) may also offer some

alternative merchant recommendations along with virtual mapping capabilities

via the hypermedia interfaces 122.

[00122] With regards to merchant blogs (AMV1), consumers (A) may be

able to post textual comments ratings or opinions on a shared/common area

on the website, about their most recent visit and experience at a subscribing

merchant (M). Such comments may be seen by fellow subscribing customers

(A, B ) all via the company website and their hypermedia interfaces 1 2.

[00123] Moreover, in alternate embodiments, consumers (A) (and

supplementary accountholders (SOSA2), as discussed below) may be able to

view static expense reports (ER1) covering set calendar cycles (not shown).

[00124] Referring to FIG. 3G, therein illustrated is an example user

interface on mobile computing device 108c indicating a notification (S6a) of

the generation of an electronic receipt 130, shown generally as 302. As noted

earlier, such notification may contain the contact information of the issuing

bank 398 so as to provide immediate notification of a purchase such that a

buyer (A, BM) may contact the issuing bank to put a hold on funds if the

transaction is fraudulent. It will be understood that mobile device 108c may

also be operable to notify consumer (A) in other mechanisms besides SMS,

such as mobile e-mail, or other immediate mobile notification mechanisms.

[00125] If in the event a consumer (A) or supplementary accountholders

(SOSA2) has become dissatisfied with the product or service rendered t

them, they may simply access the respective electronic receipt 130 (ER1)

related to that product or service, print it and return back to the store ito

exercise the merchant's Customer Return Policy. Additionally or alternatively,

as indicated above, if they have opted to receive electronic receipts ( 3 )

formatted as a barcode on their mobile smartphone device (108c) then they



can return back to the store and have the merchant (M) scan their electronic

receipt ( 30) to facilitate the exchange or return.

[00126] The embodiments may also enable personal consumers (A) anc

supplementary accountholders (SOSA2) to create other (OT1) new features

and capabilities.
i ;

[00127] Furthermore, consumer destination account (CPA1) may a w

the creation of supplementary accounts (SOSA1) who may also receiye

notifications when electronic receipts 130 have been generated (SOSA2)

(described in greater detail below).

[00128] It will be understood that the user interface shown is provided for

illustration purposes, and that access to the described functionality may be

implemented using other suitable methods of organizing access to computer-

implemented functionality known in the art. For example, in alternate

embodiments, the provision of a business directory may be made available on

the subscribing customers' home account page so as to allow merchants to

have greater access to consumers. Such embodiment may be designed for

merchants to sign-up and benefit from the listing.

[00129] Referring to FIG. 4A, therein illustrated is a block diagram

illustrating the functionality available in a business manager destination

account, shown generally as 480.

[00130] Business Managers destination accounts (BMPA1) may be usee)

by business operators to better manage and understand their expenses. For

example, as noted above, business manager accounts may be owned

Business Owners, Small & Medium Enterprises (SME's), or Corporations. The

described embodiments may be advantageous for Business Managers by

creating new POS, post sales, new business expense management,

experience and allow for significant cost savings and ROI's.

[00131] The functionality described below may be provided by Business

Manager Module 14, which offers its operations to business managers (B )



through hypermedia interface 122, accessible by computing platforms 10j8;

As is the case for consumer destination account (CPA1), business a nag '

module 4 may interact with merchant module 112, where appropriate (e .g.,

customized business directories), to access information relating to merchants

(M). Also, it may access reports module 6 for providing various reports jto

business managers (BM).

[00132] Business manager account BMPA1 may provide operations that

are similar to those provided in Consumer Destination Accounts (CPA1). For

example, electronic receipts 130 may also be configured to Create Spend

Alerts (SA1), Create Supplementary Accounts (SOSA1), Receive Merchant

Offers (M01), View Business Directory (B2BD1), or View Comments η

merchant blogs (MV1). However, the operations may be specifically

configured to be advantageous for business managers. j

[00133] For example, the ability of business managers to safely access

their company expensed related receipts any time through their accounts 140

may mitigate any risk of losing paper receipts. Such ease of access may lj>e

particularly advantageous for businesses in the event that the business lis

being audited for business and (or) tax purposes. j

[00134] Also, in relation to setting up "Spend Alerts' (SA1), business

managers (BM) may allow notifications (S6a/b/c) to be sent in real-time on

spend thresholds have been reached (see e.g., the analogous case for

consumers (A) in FIG. 3E). The spend thresholds may be determined by

each business manager (BM). For business managers (BM) who also act s

employers, 'spent alerts' may be created for supplementary (employee)

accounts. Such spend alerts may be provide a particularly advantageous w ay

to monitor employee expenditures, and may be set according to simi a r

criteria as was discussed with respect to consumer destination accounts

(CPA1).

[00135] Furthermore, similar to consumer destination accounts (CPA1)

the embodiments may facilitate the means of allowing all accountholders
i



(BMPA1/SOSA3) to view a business directory (B2BD1), and to build a

customizable business directory list of subscribing merchants (B2BD2) that

they've recently or normally shop at. Such embodiments may include the

creation of an online business to business directory listings and business to

consumer directory listing. As with consumer destination accounts (CPA1),

Business Managers may also trade their recently received offers with other

subscribing buyers (A, BM).

[00136] In addition to functionality already available in consumjef

destination account environments (CPA1), business manager destination

account (BMPA1) may additionally be configured to provide further features

for assisting business owner (BM). This may include the creation of t

management reporting capabilities (TMR1), where subscribing buyers a d

subscribing merchants (discussed below) may identify their respective tjax

calculations pertaining to their good and (or) services they either purchased lor

sold. As noted earlier, since electronic receipts 130 may be safely stored in

the remote central repository database 0, and made accessible for up to i 0
ί

years rolling; business managers, business owners, companies (ahd
ί

merchants, discussed below) may access their electronic receipts 130 so trjat

they can prepare for a business and (or) tax audit.

[00137] The embodiments may further allow subscribing companies |tp

perform faster and accurate tax reconciliation reports, as each transactional

data will capture detailed tax amounts and breakouts. Through the creation of

the tax management reports (TMR1), Business managers and supplementary

accountholders (BM/SOSA3) may be able to have their tax amounts identified

from each electronic receipt 130, populated and then have a total tax amount

determined for any criteria of time. The embodiments may allow business

managers (BM) to directly submit these tax amounts and dues to the

Government Tax Revenue Agency (TS1, see FIG. 7), from their destination!

accounts.





00 14 1] As noted above, reports required by various destination accoujnt



t e employer (an t e company).



[00148] For example, subscribing buyers (A, BM) and supplementary

accountholders may opt to receive additional versions of their electronic

receipts 130 via their cellular or smart phone SMS text channel; all in real^

time.

[00149] It will be understood that when a supplementary account holder

(SOSA2 / SOSA3) executes a financial transaction, the primary account

holder (A, BM) may not be present at the geographical location where th

financial transaction is taking place. As such, the notification may be sent t

at least one destination account that belongs to a person not present at th6

physical location of the financial transaction.

[00150] Supplementary account holders may have access to some*

functions available to their respective primary account holder (A, BM). For

example, FIGS. 5A and 5C illustrates such functionality may include

accessing, searching, viewing, printing, or downloading static electronic

receipts 130 (ER1/ER2). Also, it may also include creating spend alerts SA ;

receiving merchant offers M01, viewing business directory B2BD1 or viewing

comments on a merchant blog MV1 .

[00 1] As described above, the creation of spend alerts SA1 inform^

subscribing customers that their spend threshold limit has been reached!

Notifications would be sent out immediately once the alert has been triggered]

The spend alerts will be created using multiple fields by subscribing account

holders.

[00152] Referring to FIG. 5B, therein illustrated is an example^

screenshot of a personal supplementary account SOSA2 for persona)

supplementary account holder Joe Brown 510, shown generally as 501

Similar to the operations available for primary consumer destination account

for Angela Brown 310 (FIG. 3D), functionality may be placed in an Accoun|

tab 506 and a Receipts tab 504. While electronic receipts 130 may be

viewable under Receipts tab 504, the Account tab 506 is illustrated as





00155] Referring to FIG. 6A, therein illustrated is a block diagrajl







BMPA1). The online business directory will be available to all subsc,,-..^

channels as outlined in S6a/b/c of FIG. 1B.



00170] The sending of offers to potential buyers (A, BM) and their



nique identifier and password for their destination account so as to



f asking if the prospect would like to apply (P2c). If the prospect provides*!





receipt 130 on his mobile smart phone 108c and was notified that i

electronic receipt 130 was sent to his online account 140. Also, the me rcha ;

received a copy of the electronic receipt 130 in their destination account! 14 ;

These events took place seamlessly and in real-time.

[00185] 'Employee # 1' made a purchase, buying a n airline ticket for a r

upcoming business trip, from an online travel company named Travel Y '

She used her supplementary business smart card to complete the transaction;
i

online. She followed the normal procedures for searching her ticket;

continued on to the transaction process and entered her supplementary

business smart card details on Travel XYZ's e-Commerce web pages.! As

Travel XYZ is also a subscribing merchant for receiving electronic receipts

130, they have embedded the electronic receipt system 102 comprising

computer-related embodiments and software platforms into their e-comnrjerce
! i

platform. During the transaction process, the account recognition module Vf.i

captured, verified and identified that 'Employee # V has met the qualificatioft

eligibility and has a destination account 140 for having her financija

transactional data 132 captured and converted in to a n electronic receipt; 13

Furthermore, electronic receipt system 102 also identified her as |s

supplementary accountholder SOSA3 to the subscribing business owner

BMPA1 . During the time of completing the transaction, three things
i ' - !

instantaneously took place: (i) the account recognition module 17p o

electronic receipt system 102 (comprising of software and hardware

platforms) detected the supplementary account holder's SOSA3 qualification;

eligibility and account in order to capture her financial transactional data! 132

relative to the purchase, in real-time; (ii) immediately following the first event;

the financial transactional data 132 was captured and instantly sent t the

remote electronic storage environments (central repository database j.120|arjc

data platforms, where it was converted into an electronic receipt 130; ( iii trie

supplementary accountholder received a version of the electronic receipt 13G

on her mobile smart phone 108c and was notified that her electronic receipl

130 was sent to her online account, and the business owner BMPA1 received



details.



[00188] At the end of the business day, the office supplies merchant (

is reconciling his card payments in order to process for payment with the

Acquirer. As the merchant (M) is a subscriber, he simply accesses his onli

destination account 140 to view his electronic receipts for the day. T hr ugl

the computer-related inventions, he has the capability of creating dynjam'ie

report generations. He creates his sales management report (SMR1) for t e

day and is able to separate and categorize all transactions made by each
j ; j

credit and debit card company (e.g. American Express® Cards, Discover

Cards, Diners Club® Cards, MasterCard® Cards, JCB Cards, Visa® Card s

etc.). Once his entire card payments have been separated, categorised a i

the amount totalled, his is able to electronically submit this to his Acquirer;.

This process takes place in a few steps (a few clicks), and dramatically

reduces his administrative cost and his time. Consequently, he finds the

service provides him a great amount of convenience and a new level: of

experience for his business and his customers. Consequently, he is able c

allocate more productive time to his business. Furthermore, all his receipts

are now electronically stored on his online account for 10 years railing!:

Moreover, the sales management reports (SMR1) also allows the merchant tq

view this inventory management of his store, enabling him to effectively and

efficiently reconcile and replenish his inventory stock of his business. j
. i i

[001 89] Travel XYZ wants to target a specific segment of the market; wit

a promotion. They submit a request to the electronic receipt system! 02

containing the description of the desired target profile segment. T r e

electronic receipt system 02 conducts the necessary data mining and s a r h

within central repository database 120; identifies and creates the! f i

containing the target profile list of subscribing customers. The travel company

sends the marketing creative with the offer to the electronic receipt syste

102. The electronic receipt system 02 then executes the delive!ry of trie

target profile marketing campaign by sending the offer through notrficatioris

(S6 in FIG. 1B) directly to the target list of subscribing customers, via the S ¾

text channel, email channel and to their online accounts 140.







CLAIMS:

. A computer implemented system of processing a financial transaptibrji

at a point-of-sale terminal, the system comprising

one or more memories for storing information and at least one set :

instructions, and

one or more distributed processors for

capturing financial transaction data;

determining a destination account at a remote data storage

facility;

sending the financial transaction data to the remote data storage

facility;

generating an electronic receipt from the financial transaction

data; and

storing the electronic receipt at the destination account at the

remote data storage facility;

wherein

the destination account is associated with an accouh

type; and

the electronic receipt is configurable to contain a variable

amount of merchant level data based on the acco i j

type.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the account type of the destination

account receiving the electronic receipt is selected from a group consisting f i

a consumer, a business manager and a merchant.

3 . The system of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein said determining comp sj

creating a new destination account.

4 . The system of any one of claims 1 to 3 wherein the new destination

account comprises an association with an account type.







2 1. The system of claim 19 wherein the financial institution comprises |

bank.

22. A computer implemented system for storing electronic j re e ipt

comprising

a processor; and

a memory coupled to the processor for storing

a merchant module operable to store merchant account

data;

a consumer module operable to store consumer accoun

data;

a business manager module operable to store business

account data;

a receipts module operable to store electronic receipts

associated with the merchant account data and th

consumer account data; and

a hypermedia interface for interacting with the electronic

receipts.

23. The system of claim 22, wherein said interacting in the hypermedia

interface comprises one selected from the group of: viewing, searching

printing and downloading.

24. The system of claim 22 or claim 23 wherein the hypermedia interface

selected from a group consisting of: an application programming interface]

website, a web portal, a mobile website, a mobile application, and

smartphone application.

25. The system of any one of claims 22 to 24, wherein

the merchant account data is configured to store merehari]

rating information from consumers with valid consumer accourjj

data; and
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